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Abstract
If human-level AI is eventually created, it may have unprecedented positive or negative
consequences for humanity. It is therefore worth constructing the best possible forecasts
of policy-relevant aspects of AI development trajectories—even though, at this early
stage, the unknowns must remain very large.
We propose that one factor that can usefully constrain models of AI development is
the “intelligibility of intelligence”—the extent to which eﬃcient algorithms for general
intelligence follow from simple general principles, as in physics, as opposed to being
necessarily a conglomerate of special case solutions. Specifically, we argue that estimates
of the “intelligibility of intelligence” bear on:
• Whether human-level AI will come about through a conceptual breakthrough,
rather than through either the gradual addition of hardware, or the gradual accumulation of special-case hacks;
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• Whether the invention of human-level AI will, therefore, come without much
warning;
• Whether, if AI progress comes through neuroscience, neuroscientific knowledge
will enable brain-inspired human-level intelligences (as researchers “see why the
brain works”) before it enables whole brain emulation;
• Whether superhuman AIs, once created, will have a large advantage over humans
in designing still more powerful AI algorithms;
• Whether AI intelligence growth may therefore be rather sudden past the human
level; and
• Whether it may be humanly possible to understand intelligence well enough, and to
design powerful AI architectures that are suﬃciently transparent, to create demonstrably safe AIs far above the human level.
The intelligibility of intelligence thus provides a means of constraining long-term AI
forecasting by suggesting relationships between several unknowns in AI development
trajectories. Also, we can improve our estimates of the intelligibility of intelligence, e.g.
by examining the evolution of animal intelligence, and the track record of AI research
to date.

1. Framing the Question
McCarthy famously stated that “human level AI might require 1.7 Einsteins, 2 Maxwells,
5 Faradays and .3 Manhattan Projects, the project coming after the conceptual breakthroughs.” That is, McCarthy suggested that the critical aspects of human-level intelligence could be expressed in a compact intelligible theory, analogous to a physical theory
like special relativity, which could then be applied to artificial intelligence (AI). Others
have argued that human intelligence is a “swiss army knife” of incremental special case
solutions adapting humans to our specific environment (Cosmides and Tooby 1994),
without any single theoretically simple structure, suggesting that progress in AI will
proceed by the gradual accumulation of fortuitous specialized techniques for more and
more domains.
We can think of these views as diﬀering with respect to the “intelligibility of intelligence.” We propose that many disputes in forecasting the long-term development of
AI reflect, at least in part, diﬀering estimates of this intelligibility. Recognizing this
common factor could help to improve our forecasts in the face of profound uncertainty.
We discuss theoretical and empirical results bearing on the intelligibility of intelligence,
and argue that they modestly favor a relatively high estimate.

2. Why the “Intelligibility of Intelligence” Matters for AI
Forecasting
Roughly speaking, the more intelligible AI design is, the more we should expect:
• That human-level AI will come about through a conceptual breakthrough, rather
than through either the gradual addition of hardware, or the gradual accumulation
of special-case hacks;
• That the invention of human-level AI will, therefore, come without much warning;
• That, if AI progress comes through neuroscience, neuroscientific knowledge will
enable brain-inspired human-level intelligences (as researchers “see why the brain
works”) before it enables whole brain emulation (Sandberg and Bostrom 2008);
• That superhuman AIs, once created, will have a large advantage over humans in
designing still more powerful AI algorithms;
• That AI intelligence growth may therefore be rather sudden past the human level;
and

• That it may be humanly possible to understand intelligence well enough, and to
design powerful AI architectures that are suﬃciently transparent, to create demonstrably safe AIs far above the human level.
Conversely, the less intelligible AI design is, the more one should expect that AI development will be gradual, will be based on black box technologies, will involve copying
heuristics from the brain rather than duplicating evolution’s computationally expensive
brain-design search, and will be too complicated to allow proofs or advance control.
The intelligibility of intelligence thus provides a means of constraining long-term AI
forecasting by suggesting relationships between several unknowns in AI development
trajectories. Since human-level AI could have unprecedented positive or negative consequences for humanity (Yudkowsky 2008), such constraints are worth seeking.

3. Relevant Theory
Intelligible, General-Purpose Hardware Designs
Today’s computers are intelligibly designed artifacts that can be repurposed relatively
easily for many cognitive tasks. It is because such general-purpose hardware is practical that AI is plausible at all. The Church-Turing thesis, and the concept of Turinguniversal computing machines, give a partial account of why such hardware is possible.
The reason this account is only partial is that it ignores the constant diﬀerences between
Turing machines in the memory requirements, CPU time, and the code length needed
to run a given program; since these constraints are strong (Wolpert 2001), it is an interesting empirical finding that today’s computers are in fact useful for many of the tasks
we desire.
The existence of simple, intelligible, general-purpose hardware designs provides an
update toward the intelligibility of intelligence insofar as: (1) eﬃcient hardware design
is part of the problem of AI design (since AIs need to run on some substrate), and (2) the
track record of computer hardware design to date indicates that fairly simple hardware
designs can work, even without specific rigging to the desired cognitive task.
Intelligible, General-Purpose Learning Algorithms
Algorithms can be designed that perform optimally on any data source, in the sense
that, if the algorithm is given access to literally infinite computing power, then, in the
limit as data goes to infinity, it will predict the data source at least as well as any other
computable predictor (Legg 2008). These “general purpose learning algorithms” are
simple and intelligible. They fit easily in 100 lines of Python, indicating at least some
intelligible structure to AI design. Similarly, algorithms can be designed which automate
searches for eﬃcient algorithms: for any problem in a class, they can find and execute

a nearly optimal algorithm to solve that problem, using total run-time within a factor 5
of the shortest provable run-time bound of any finite algorithm for that class (relative
to a fixed proof system), plus an impractically large, class-dependent additive constant
(Hutter 2002).
However, just as the Church-Turing thesis does not in itself tell us that versatile
computers can be designed with realistic hardware constraints, Solomonoﬀ induction
does not in itself tell us whether there exist similarly general algorithms that can be run
within realistic hardware constraints, nor whether any such eﬃcient general algorithms
are simple and intelligible.
The No Free Lunch Theorems
Given finite datasets, learning algorithms must make guesses that will pay oﬀ in some but
not all possible worlds. In this framework, one algorithm is only “better” than another
insofar as its bets are tuned to the environment in which it finds itself, as formalized by
the “No Free Lunch Theorems for Machine Learning” (Wolpert and Macready 1997).
It is accordingly worth asking how much humans’ success stems from such special-case
tuning, rather than from a general ability to converge to any data source.
Perhaps the most interesting implication of the No Free Lunch Theorems is that if
there is a sort of “general intelligence” which is useful for many learning tasks, there
must be a complementary sort of “general intelligibility” which is present in all of those
learning tasks. The meaningfulness and intelligibility of intelligence is thus closely tied
to the existence of pervasive regularities in the outside world.
Blum’s Speedup Theorem
Blum (1967) proves that there is a limit to the power of any eﬀective procedure for accelerating other computations. Applied to a complex world with computationally general
physics, this suggests that there may always be some classes of physically real processes
for which the fastest known prediction procedure is the process itself. Wolfram (2002)
makes nearly this argument in diﬀerent terms, proposing a Principle of Computational
Equivalence and a related notion of computational irreducibility. Intuitively, these ideas
suggest that there is no finite intelligence which can gain predictive insight into every
possible system.

4. Relevant Empirical Evidence
We can gather evidence concerning the intelligibility of intelligence by looking at: (1)
the evolution of animal intelligence; (2) the creation of cultural patterns that boost the
eﬀective intelligence of human communities; and (3) the track record of AI research to

date. In all three cases, we can ask how much engineering eﬀort was needed to create
the observed intelligence, and to what extent that engineering eﬀort made use of simple,
domain-general methods (rather than an accretion of uninterpretable, situation-specific
tricks).
For example, if intelligence is highly intelligible, one might expect that evolution
could evolve a more intelligent creature by simply adding more copies of existing brain
structures—much as one can create a faster parallel computer by adding more circuits of
a fixed design. Conversely, if intelligence were relatively unintelligible, to increase intelligence one would need to painstakingly identify new special-case tricks. One should in
this case see no simple mutations that substantially increase intelligence, much as there
is no simple edit that, when performed on the first half of the Manhattan phone book,
produces the many thousands of phone numbers needed for the remaining half.
Research suggests that brain size correlates with intelligence within humans
(McDaniel 2005), within rats (Anderson 1993), and across species (Deaner et al. 2007).
These findings are evidence for the intelligibility of intelligence.
Further evidence toward the relative intelligibility of intelligence is provided by the
fact that complex learning evolved separately in widely divergent animal lineages, including cephalopods, corvids, parrots, elephants, and primates (Emery and Clayton 2004;
Roth and Dicke 2005). This convergent evolution is evidence that, if one starts from the
flatworm-like common ancestor of humans and cephalopods, complex learning is relatively easy to invent. On the other hand, preliminary evidence suggests that evolving
nervous systems in the first place could have required a combinatorially unlikely coincidence that does not occur on most worlds with life, and that we observe only because of
anthropic eﬀects (Hanson 1998).
Human brains excel at ancestral tasks such as visual processing and navigation, far
outperforming current AI programs in most tasks, but often struggle with evolutionarily novel challenges such as extended mental arithmetic. This pattern of strengths and
weaknesses can be understood as a result of using developed competencies to emulate
absent ones; e.g., mechanisms for processing visual imagery can be applied to manipulate
complex abstract concepts through analogy and visual symbols (Pinker 2010). This suggests both that specific cognitive abilities evolve more easily than does general-purpose
thinking skill, and, given the convergent evolution of complex learning in many lineages, that many diﬀerent specific cognitive abilities can be used to approximate general
intelligence.
Human culture arguably presents a similar picture. Simple, intelligible innovations
such as the scientific method and market economics have substantially boosted the
eﬀective intelligence of human communities—but so has the gradual accretion of such
special-case technologies as potato farming, plastics, or the Arabic numeral system. And

again, in AI, progress to date has come at times through general-purpose structural innovations (e.g., Bayesian decision networks), and at times through the accumulation of
special case tricks (e.g., the Google PageRank algorithm).

5. Import
The above theoretical and empirical results weakly suggest that methods for designing
artificially intelligent systems may be relatively intelligible, and thus that takeoﬀ trajectories may be relatively abrupt. While the evidence favoring intelligibility is, for now,
extremely preliminary, there are several routes open for obtaining better evidence, including animal intelligence research, research into the quantitative usefulness of diﬀerent human cultural innovations, and research into practical approximations of “universal
induction” algorithms such as AIXI.
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